QUICK FACTS

- Completely private virtualized environment
- Scalable resources
- Zero up-front capital expense
- Private colocation cabinet
- Private network connection
- Access to other Phoenix NAP products through our unified network
- Full control of vCloud Director console
- 24x7x365 technical support

A SECURE AND FLEXIBLE CLOUD SOLUTION Powered BY VMWARE

Our Managed Private Cloud product offers you a scalable virtualized environment with totally isolated hardware, network and the security of a Phoenix NAP data center.

PRIVATE

Our Managed Private Cloud environment offers you a complete dedicated and private environment in one of our three global locations in your own cabinet. Absolutely every part of the solution is isolated from other clients.

- All private hardware – servers, storage, network
- Hosted in a private colocation cabinet
- High security data center locations
- High availability storage dedicated for each client

SCALABLE

Initial environment is built to your exact needs so you only pay for what you need. As your needs grow, additional compute power, storage and bandwidth can be added to accommodate even very rapid growth.

- Cost-efficient scalability
- Additional storage and/or servers can be added quickly
- Client controlled virtual machine deployment

AFFORDABLE

By providing exactly what you need, Phoenix NAP can structure the price points that are affordable for companies of any size.

- Monthly payments starting at $6,500.00
- Contracts as short as 24 months
- Grow the environment on your timeline
- Deploy only what you need

LOCATIONS

Phoenix, AZ • Ashburn, VA • Amsterdam

sales@phoenixnap.com

877-749-2656
WHAT IS A MANAGED PRIVATE CLOUD?

SERVERS
We use SuperMicro servers powered by Intel for fast, reliable solutions.

SUPERMICRO®

VIRTUALIZATION
The absolute leader in virtualization software, Phoenix NAP leverages VMware for all of our client environments.

vmware

STORAGE
With the dependability of Nexenta software, our private cloud environments offer redundancy & high availability as standard.

nexenta

NETWORK
For the most dependable network connections possible, we utilize Brocade switches and routers to provide high performance connectivity.

BROCADE

PHOENIX NAP SERVICES

vShield Controlled Firewall
vShield Controlled Loadbalancer
Managed 10GB Redundant Network

V CLOUD DIRECTOR

Hypervisor
Add additional controllers and disks for capacity and redundancy
Software Defined Storage

Scalable compute and memory resources

The word “Cloud” is used all over the place in Information Technology today. Everything from voice communication, security, data processing, storage, and applications are being marketed as cloud products. Sometimes it is hard to tell the difference between services and there is confusion picking the service that meets requirements. Our Managed Private Cloud is a completely private environment with dedicated resources tailored to your needs. We focus on the infrastructure so you can focus on your business.
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877-749-2656
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